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ABSTRACT: In multiple myeloma diseases, monoclonal immunoglobulin light chains (LCs) are abundantly produced, with, as a
consequence in some cases, the formation of deposits affecting various organs, such as the kidney, while in other cases remaining
soluble up to concentrations of several g·L−1 in plasma. The exact factors crucial for the solubility of LCs are poorly understood, but
it can be hypothesized that their amino acid sequence plays an important role. Determining the precise sequences of patient-derived
LCs is therefore highly desirable. We establish here a novel de novo sequencing workflow for patient-derived LCs, based on the
combination of bottom-up and top-down proteomics without database search. PEAKS is used for the de novo sequencing of peptides
that are further assembled into full length LC sequences using ALPS. Top-down proteomics provides the molecular masses of
proteoforms and allows the exact determination of the amino acid sequence including all posttranslational modifications. This
pipeline is then used for the complete de novo sequencing of LCs extracted from the urine of 10 patients with multiple myeloma. We
show that for the bottom-up part, digestions with trypsin and Nepenthes digestive fluid are sufficient to produce overlapping peptides
able to generate the best sequence candidates. Top-down proteomics is absolutely required to achieve 100% final sequence coverage
and characterize clinical samples containing several LCs. Our work highlights an unexpected range of modifications.

■ INTRODUCTION

Multiple myeloma (MM) is a malignancy of plasma cells
characterized by a clonal expansion of an abnormal B-cell.1,2 B-
cells accumulate in the bone marrow and secrete large amounts
of monoclonal light chains (LCs) additionally to the complete
immunoglobulin. Fifteen percent of the MM patients produce
exclusively LCs.3 The 25 kDa LC proteins are usually either
excreted or degraded by the kidney, but high monoclonal
quantities and low renal clearance can induce deposition in the
kidney’s extracellular matrix.4 The deposits contain diverse LC
aggregates, which can lead to various diseases, such as LC
deposition disease (LCDD), where the formed aggregates have
an amorphous nature,5,6 and amyloid LC (AL) amyloidosis,
where aggregates consist of amyloid fibrils.7

Currently, the in vivo aggregation behavior of a particular
monoclonal LC found in the blood of a patient with LC disease
cannot be predicted. To better understand the factors affecting
the solubility of LCs and their aggregation propensity, their
biophysical properties have recently been explored.8−13

Unfortunately no clear-cut conclusion could be drawn. To
achieve this goal, a database including the biophysical properties
of LCs and their sequence is essential. Sequencing monoclonal

LCs is challenging, because they all have a unique amino acid
sequence determined by somatic recombination and various
mutations.14,15 This sequence diversity translates into a diverse
clinical picture,16 and thus, the mechanisms behind a particular
disease are hard to decipher. LCs consist of a N-terminal variable
region (v-region), which is capable of recognizing the antigen,
and a C-terminal constant region (c-region), which specifies the
effector function of the molecule.17 Important for the antigen
binding site are three hypervariable loops, so-called CDRs
(complementarity-determining regions), present in the variable
region. The diversity of sequences is created by somatic
recombination of variable (V) and joining (J) gene segments
(V−J combination) during the early stages of B-cell matura-
tion.18 LCs exist in two isotypes: kappa (κ) and lambda (λ).19
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The sequence of a LC can be partially determined by
sequencing the RNA of the producing B-cell clone.2,20,21

However, a bone marrow aspiration is allowed solely to improve
diagnosis and treatment of the patients because of ethical
reasons. This cannot be achieved for the majority of studies.
Furthermore, this approach gives no insight into potential
posttranslational modifications (PTMs), which can be impor-
tant for their solubility.
In recent years, mass spectrometry (MS) has been extensively

used for antibody characterization.22,23 The most common
approach is bottom-up proteomics (BUP), which relies on the
protein digestion and LC−MS/MS analysis of peptides. BUP
can provide high sequence coverage confirming the sequence of
recombinant antibodies and the presence of expected PTMs in
particular when using a combination of enzymes.24 However,
the situation is much more difficult for unknown antibodies for
which de novo sequencing is required.25−27 Several papers have
shown that a combination of BUP and intact mass profiling can
be of great help.28,29 For LCs, which are in the 25 kDa range, the
use of top-down proteomics (TDP) based on the fragmentation
of intact proteins is also possible.30,31 For instance, this approach
has been used by Marshall and co-workers to classify plasma cell
disorders (including amyloidosis) from the analysis of
monoclonal immunoglobulin LCs in human serum.32 A 21 T
FT-ICRmass spectrometer was employed in combination with a
database-aided de novoMS/MS algorithm. However, achieving a
complete sequence at a single amino acid resolution (i.e.,
achieving fragment ions for each peptide bond) is a difficult
task.33−35 In Marshall’s paper, only 70% sequence coverage was
obtained on LCs.32 A solution is to combine BUP and TDP and
use dedicated software tools such as TBnovo.36 However,
sequence gaps often remain because of the lack of fragment ions
both in BUP and TDP.
We, therefore, developed here a complete de novo sequencing

workflow for the characterization of patient-derived LC
proteoforms based on a combination of BUP and TDP with
specific data analysis. PEAKS is used for the de novo sequencing
of peptides that are further assembled into full length LC
sequences using ALPS. TDP provides the molecular masses of
proteoforms and allows the exact determination of the amino
acid sequence including all PTMs. The characterization of 10
different clinical samples covers the amino acid sequence with in
most of the cases I/L distinction, all PTMs (including disulfide
bonds), and the ratio between the monomeric and dimeric
proteoforms in the clinical samples. To our knowledge such a
deep characterization of LCs extracted from the urine of patients
has never been achieved so far. In addition, our work highlights
an unexpected range of modifications.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Chemicals and Reagents. PBS (1×, Dulbecco’s Phos-

phate-Buffered Saline, Gibco) was purchased from Thermo
Fisher. Ammonium bicarbonate (AB), urea, Tris 1 M HCl pH
8.5 solution, iodoacetamide (IAA), Tris(2-carboxyethyl)
phosphine 0.5 M solution (TCEP), and formic Acid (FA)
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Ethanol (70%), methanol
(MeOH), and acetonitrile (ACN) were purchased from Carlo
Erba. Trypsin, Lys-C, and chymotrypsin were purchased from
Promega. Sep-Pak C18 SPE cartridges were purchased from
Waters. Pepsin columns (ref AP-PC-001s) were purchased from
Affipro. Nepenthes digestive fluid was extracted from Nepenthes
plants of the botanical garden of Lyon and prepared as described
by Rey et al.37

Ethical Considerations. All patients of whom samples were
used in the study have signed an informed consent with the
university hospital Düsseldorf (study number 5926R and
registration ID 20170664320).

LC Sample Preparation. LCs were extracted from urine
samples as described in Sternke-Hoffmann et al.12 Samples are
listed in Table S1, including their correspondence with the
patients/samples described in Sternke-Hoffmann et al.12

Enzymatic Digestions. Each LC sample was digested with
the following enzymes: trypsin, Lys-C, chymotrypsin, pepsin,
and Nepenthes fluid. All experimental conditions are given in the
Supporting Information (SI). Resulting peptides were desalted
and concentrated on a Sep-Pak C18 SPE cartridge. Peptides were
eluted using 50% ACN and 0.1% FA. Purified peptides were
lyophilized and kept at −80 °C.

LC−MS Analysis of Peptide Digests. For de novo
sequencing, LC digests were analyzed in LC−MS/MS on a Q-
Exactive Plus mass spectrometer using standard conditions (see
the SI), except for the number of μscans that was set to four to
obtain high quality MS/MS data. For isoleucine/leucine
discrimination, trypsin and chymotrypsin LC digests were
mixed (1:1 ratio) and analyzed by LC−MS/MS on a Fusion
Lumos mass spectrometer. Ions corresponding to peptides
containing one or more leucine or isoleucine were added to an
inclusion list to be fragmented by EThcD (MS2) or HCD (MS4)
as previously described.38,39

De Novo Peptide Sequencing and Concatenation.
PEAKS Studio X was used for peptide de novo sequencing. The
data were refined using precursor mass correction only and the
chimera scan option activated.De novo searches were performed
with 2 ppm error for precursor mass, 0.01 Da for the fragment
ions with fixed carbamidomethylation (Cys) and variable
oxidation (Met) as PTMs. Enzyme rules were specified for
each sample, with no rules for the Nepenthes digestive fluid and
pepsin digestions.De novo sequencing results were exported and
sequences, local confidence, and area were used in ALPS29 to
concatenate the overlapping peptides. Although other values
were tested, kmer from 7 to 9 were finally used to generate
putative LC sequences. The theoretical masses of these
sequences were compared to those obtained from the intact
mass measurement of LCs to ensure correct concatenation and
select the appropriate sequences.

BUP Data Analysis. The raw files obtained for the tryptic
digests of each LC sample were searched with MaxQuant
(parameters described in the SI). Draw Map from MSTools
Web applications was used for visualization of protein sequence
coverage.40 For disulfide bridge localization, data obtained from
nonreduced nonalkylated tryptic digests were searched against
the corresponding LC sequences with Mass Spec Studio41 using
the CRIMP workflow. A loss of two hydrogens (−2.0156 Da)
was used as a virtual cross-linker mass modification. The search
parameters are provided in the SI. Themost intense cross-linked
peptides identified were used to assign disulfide bridges.

LC−MS Analysis of Intact LCs (TDP). Intact LCs were
analyzed on an Orbitrap Fusion Lumos mass spectrometer with
or without reduction/alkylation. Both MS and targeted MS/MS
experiments were undertaken. To maximize sequence coverage,
12 different fragmentation conditions were used. All details are
given in the SI.

TDP Data Analysis. Intact protein mass spectra were
deconvoluted using Protein Deconvolution v3.0 software
(Thermo-Scientific) either with the Xtract algorithm for
isotopically resolved mass spectra or with the ReSpect algorithm
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for unresolved mass spectra. MS/MS spectra were deconvoluted
in FreeStyle 1.6 with the Xtract algorithm. For Xtract, the
following parameters were used: signal to noise ratio (S/N) of 3,
fit factor of 44%, and remainder threshold of 25%. For the
ReSpect algorithm, a noise rejection threshold of 95% and 20
ppm mass tolerance were used. Fragment ions produced by
HCD (b, y), ETD (c, z), EThcD (b, y, c, z), or UVPD (a, a + 1, b,
c, x, x + 1, y, y − 1, z) were identified using ProSight Lite v1.4
with a mass tolerance of ±5 ppm.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Development of the De Novo Sequencing Strategy.
We used the P15 sample for optimizing the four major steps of
our workflow (Figure 1): intact MS profiling, de novo peptide
sequencing using multiple enzymes, proteoform character-
ization using TDP, and proteoform validation using BUP,
including the I/L discrimination.
Intact MS Profiling.The intact MS profiling is an important

piece of information since it allows the number of proteoforms
and their isotopic molecular mass to be obtained. It also
provides, using a reduction/alkylation process, the information
on the number of disulfide bridges. Since a slight band at 50 kDa
corresponding to the potential presence of a dimer had been
previously observed in the SDS-PAGE analysis of P15,12 we
used both low and high-resolution (HR) settings to allow for the
mass measurement of all protein species (both monomers and
dimers) present in the sample. As shown in Figure 2, two protein
distributions are observed in the low-resolution MS spectrum
(Figure 2A) corresponding, respectively, to molecular masses of
23,590.3 Da (major one) and 46,941.5 Da (average masses, see
Table S2) with a relative intensity ratio of 10/1. At a higher
resolution (120k) the signal intensity decreases and only the
lowest mass is observed (Figure 2B) (23,576.60 Da,
monoisotopic mass).42 Finally, the reduced/alkylated sample
(Figure 2C) leads to a distribution shifted toward lower m/z,
due to an extensive unfolding upon S−S bond reduction,

corresponding to a monoisotopic mass of 23,746.74 Da. The
discrepancy between the two monoisotopic measured masses
highlights a Δmass of 170.14 Da. This cannot only be explained
by one or several carbamidomethylations (+57.02 Da) following
the S−S bond reduction (+2.02 Da) and indicates other cysteine
modifications.

De Novo Peptide Sequencing and Assembly. We first
performed a digestion using four different enzymes (trypsin,
Lys-C, pepsin, and Nepenthes digestive fluid) to maximize the
generation of overlapping peptides. The LC−MS/MS method
was optimized to obtain the high-quality data required for de
novo sequencing (see the Experimental Section). For instance,
the number of microscans was increased compared to a regular
proteomics analysis.
The data generated were analyzed with PEAKS to obtain de

novo sequenced peptides.43 These peptides were further

Figure 1. Combination of intact mass profiling, de novo peptide sequencing using multiple enzymes, TDP with multiple MS/MS method, and BUP
with and without reduction/alkylation for confident identification of LC proteoforms.

Figure 2. Intact mass spectra of (A) P15 sample using low-resolution
MS (15k), (B) P15 sample using HRMS (120k), and (C) reduced/
alkylated P15 sample using HRMS (120k).
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assembled using ALPS, with the intact mass previously
measured used as a constraint with 1 Da tolerance. The ALPS
kmer parameter, which represents the number of overlapping
amino acids required to concatenate two peptides, was found to
be optimal between 7 and 9, depending on the LC sample. For
P15, this process led to two different candidate sequences
corresponding to κ LCs. They both contain five cysteines, which
fits with what is expected for a LC. They differ from each other
only by 1 Da and a single amino acid (N/D). One of these
sequences has a theoretical molecular mass of 23,746.60 Da
(monoisotopic mass for the reduced/alkylated LC) matching
the experimentally measured one (23,746.74 Da) within 5.8
ppm and was thus selected as the best candidate.
This allows us to calculate the theoretical Δmass due to

reduction/alkylation, which is thus 289.14 Da. Compared to the
170.16 Da previously obtained, this leads to a residualΔmass of
118.98 Da, which corresponds to a cysteinylation (theoretical
monoisotopic mass of 119.00 Da). This LC modification,
originally described by the group of Costello44 and confirmed a
few years later by Gadgil et al.,45 has been suggested to play an
important role in the stabilization of LCs.
Top-DownProteomics.The P15 sample was analyzed in its

reduced and alkylated form in targeted LC−MS/MS using
multiple activation techniques. The objective was to obtain as
many complementary fragment ions as possible. This is required
to increase the confidence in the assembly of de novopeptides
and identify potential errors. As shown in Figure S1, each
fragmentation method generates different fragment ions and are
thus complementary. HCD and CID lead to very similar results
with CID giving the best sequence coverages between both.
EThcD combines the advantages of both ETD and HCD and
thus provides very high sequence coverage in a single experiment
(69%). Finally, UVPD leads to unique fragment ions, which
makes this method useful in particular in combination with
other techniques. Figure 3 shows the fragmentation map

reconstructed using the 470 assigned nonredundant fragment
ions obtained from all conditions. This corresponds to 89%
residue cleavage (Table S3) indicating only a few remaining gaps
in the peptide bond cleavages.
Proteoform Validation. As shown in Figure 3, a few amino

acid stretches are not covered by the TDP data. To confirm
these parts of the P15 sequence, we performed a classical BUP
search using the tryptic digest data against the Uniprot Homo
sapiens reference proteome supplemented with the P15
sequence. The MaxQuant results score P15 as the best match

with 100% sequence coverage (Table S3 and Figure S2). We
thus used the information achieved on individual tryptic
peptides to confirm the parts of the sequence poorly covered
by the TDP data. Figure S3 shows for instance the fragmentation
spectrum obtained for the [1−24] peptide allowing the
DAVTITCR to be confirmed at the single amino acid level.
BUP data completely confirmed the sequence depicted in Figure
3 for P15. We then evaluated the information brought in by each
of the four enzymes (see Figure S4 for P15 sequence coverage
map). We concluded that a combination of trypsin and
Nepenthes digestive fluid is sufficient to achieve a 100% sequence
coverage, and we, therefore, only used these enzymes for all
other samples. For the assignment of the disulfide bridges and
cysteinylation, we analyzed a nonreduced/nonalkylated tryptic
digest of P15. Using MassSpec Studio,41 the disulfide bonds
were mainly identified between C23−C88 and C134−C194
(Figure S5). Other combinations could also be identified, but to
a much lesser extent. Cysteinylation was primarily identified on
the C-terminal cysteine, which fits with the previously
determined disulfide bond assignment. Note that the size of
the C-terminal peptide (GEC) precluded the fragmentation of
the corresponding cysteinylated form (less than 500 Da and
probably singly charged) in our experiments. For the I/L
attribution, we analyzed the tryptic and chymotryptic digests in
LC−MSn using either EThcD or HCD (MS4) on selected I/L-
containing peptides (Table S4 and Figure S6).38,39 For P15, this
strategy allowed us to formally attribute 20/24 residues (Figure
4). The remaining four residues were assigned by sequence
homology with the LC sequences found in this work.

Application to the Other Clinical Samples. The same
strategy as the one described for P15 was applied to all other
clinical samples, and the corresponding results are presented in
the paragraphs below and in the SI. The samples that share
common characteristics and a high sequence homology are
discussed together.

P6, P7, P18, and P20. These samples exhibited the same
behavior as P15 and could be de novo-sequenced exactly in the
same way (Table 1). These samples contain a single κ LC, which
exists both in a monomeric and dimeric form (with various
relative abundances). These LCs contain five cysteines, two
disulfide bonds, and a cysteinylation at the C-terminus. For all
samples, the dimer results from the combination of two
monomers that are linked through a single disulfide bond. All
intact MS spectra and TDP fragmentation maps are provided in
Figures S7 and S8. For these LCs, sequence coverages larger
than 80% were obtained with TDP and increased to 100% when
combined with BUP data (Figure S2 and Table S3). For the I/L
discrimination, the vast majority could be assigned thanks to our
peptide MS/MS experiments (ca. 90%), and the remaining ones
were assigned by sequence homology. Finally, P6, P7, P18, and
P20 exhibit LC sequences that share 80.8% homology between
them and 79% when including P15 (Figure S9). Regarding the
monomer/dimer ratio, two different behaviors were observed.
P6 and P7 have only a small amount of dimer, while they
represent around 25% of P18 and P20 samples.

P8 and P19. For these two samples, the situation is very
different since the intact mass measurement indicates the
presence of two proteoforms per sample. After reduction, P19
still exhibits two proteoforms although only one remains for P8.
Using the workflow described above, all sequences were found
to be part of the κ isotype, as the previous ones, and contain five
cysteines involved in two disulfide bridges. For the two samples,
the two respective proteoforms were found to share the same

Figure 3. Fragmentation map obtained for the P15 reduced/alkylated
LC sequence using a combination of 12 top-down MS/MS analyses
performed with different fragmentation methods (described in the SI).
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amino acid sequence, the difference between them arising from
additional modifications. For P8, the first proteoform (P8A)
carries a cysteinylation on the C-terminal cysteine as the ones
previously described. The second proteoform (P8B), which is
the most abundant (Table 1), differs from P8A only by another
modification present on a cysteine, since it is also removed after
the reduction/alkylation process. The delta mass measured is
139.96 Da, which does not correspond to any described PTM.

This mass only fits with an elemental formula of C2H4O3S2.
Considering all possible thiol-based structures, we determined
that P8B was probably modified by the coenzyme M
(C2H6O3S2), a small molecule often used as an adjuvant in
chemotherapy. Themedical details of the patient confirmed that
his chemotherapy treatment contained this adjuvant confirming
our identification. To our knowledge, such a modification has
never been described so far on a protein and in particular on a

Figure 4. Multiple sequence alignment of (A) nine κ LC sequences and (B) two λ LC sequences (done with Uniprot, “*” (asterix) indicates fully
conserved residue, “:” (colon) indicates residues with strong similar properties, and “.” (period) indicates residues with weak similar properties).
Framework (FR) and CDRs of the LC variable domains were numbered according to the Kabat tool (http://www.abysis.org/abysis/index.html).

Table 1. Summary Results Obtained for All LC Samples

sample #proteoform

monomer dimer

LC isotype LC length LC post-translational modifications (monomer)(relative abundance in %)

P15 1 P15 (100) P15−P15 (11) κ 214 2 S−S bonds (C23−C88, C134−C194);
1 cysteinylationa (C214)

P6 1 P6 (100) P6−P6 (48) κ 214 2 S−S bonds (C23−C85, C134−C194);
1 cysteinylationa (C214)

P7 1 P7 (100) P7−P7 (7) κ 213 2 S−S bonds (C23−C87, C133−C193);
1 cysteinylationa (C213)

P18 1 P18 (100) P18−P18 (12) κ 214 2 S−S bonds (C23−C88, C134−C194);
1 cysteinylationa (C214)

P20 1 P20 (100) P20−P20 (56) κ 214 2 S−S bonds (C23−C88, C134−C194);
1 cysteinylationa (C214)

P8 2 P8A (39), P8B (100) P8−P8 (0.5) κ (P8A) 214 (P8A) P8A: 2 S−S bonds (C23−C88, C134−C194);
1 cysteinylationa (C214)

κ (P8B) 214 (P8B) P8B: 2 S−S bonds (C23−C88, C134−C194);
1 coenzyme Mb (C214)

P19 2 P19A (100), P19B (15) P19A−P19A (42) κ (P19A) 215 (P19A) P19A: 2 S−S bonds (C23−C88, C135−C195);
1 cysteinylation (C215)

P19A−P19B (26) κ (P19B) 215 (P19B) P19B: 2 S−S bonds (C23−C88, C135−C195);
1 cysteinylationa (C215); 1 HexNAc(1)dHex(1)c

P5 2 P5B (10) P5A−P5A (100) κ (P5A) 215 (P5A) P5A: 2 S−S bonds (C23−C89, C135−C195);
1 cysteinylationa (C215)

P5A−P5B (55) κ (P5B) 215 (P5B) P5B: 2 S−S bonds; 1 cysteinylationa

P5B−P5B (46)
P1 1 P1−P1 (100) λ 217 2 S−S bonds
P13 1 P13 (52) P13−P13 (100) λ 216 2 S−S bonds; 1 cysteinylationa (C216)

aCysteinylation: 119.00 Da. bCoenzyme M: 139.96 Da. cHexNAc(1)dHex(1): 349.14 Da.
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LC. The fact that both modifications are on a cysteine explains
why after the reduction, the two proteoforms become a single
one. This also explains why a single dimer, however in very low
abundance (Table 1), is present in this sample, since it is created
by the binding of the C-terminal cysteines of the twomonomeric
proteoforms. For P19, the two proteoforms are cysteinylated on
the C-terminus. For the second proteoform (P19B), an
additional oligosaccharide HexNAc(1)dHex(1) (349.14 Da)
was identified at S160. This location is in agreement with our
TDP results, leading to a highest sequence coverage with 362
fragment ions (Figure S7, P19B). The presence of this
modification is unique to P19 among all clinical samples studied
here. For this sample, the P19A−P19A homodimer and the only
possible heterodimer are detected as indicated by the intact mass
measurements. We did not observe any P19B−P19B homo-
dimer, probably because of the low abundance of the
glycosylated proteoform (Table 1).
At last, 80% of the I/L residues were attributed byMS, 13% by

sequence homology, while three remains not identified. To
facilitate the sequence alignment, we chose to assign them as
leucines on Figure 4. Finally, for both P8 and P19 samples, the
sequence coverage for all proteoforms were found to be between
82 and 86% with TDP and 100% when including BUP data
(Figure S2 and Table S4). The sequence homology between P8
and P19 sequences is 88.4% (Figure S8).
P5. This sample is again different from the others, since it

contains two different κ proteoforms that have different amino
acid sequences. The proteoforms share a common pattern of five
cysteines, two disulfide bonds, and a cysteinylation at the C-
terminus but differ by 13 residues present in the variable part of
the LC (94% of sequence homology, Figure S8). The fact that
this sample contained a mixture of two sequences, close to each
other drastically complicated the de novo sequencing in
particular the assembly of peptides. The TDP data play a very
important role here since the information obtained with this
approach is specific to a proteoform, which is not the case in
BUP where all peptides are mixed making the assignment to a
specific proteoform barely impossible. It would have been clearly
very complicated to assign the final sequences with high
precision without TDP. Interestingly, for the P5 sample, all
dimers are formed (both homo and hetero) and constitute the
majority (95%) of the sample (Table 1).
P1 and P13. Finally, these two last samples (P1 and P13)

were also found peculiar since they contain only a single LC
proteoform but of the λ isotype. The P1 proteoform contains six
cysteines, with only four involved in a disulfide bridge. The
presence of two free cysteines probably explains the easy and
exclusive formation of a dimer, since the monomeric form is
absent in this sample (Table 1). This number of cysteines is very
unusual since LCs generally contain only five cysteines. This
particularity, combined with the fact that two cysteines are
vicinal largely complicates the exact determination of the
disulfide bridges. It was therefore possible to formally identify
only the C139−C197 disulfide bond. Note that P1, in contrast
to all previously characterized LCs, does not carry any
cysteinylation. For P13, the sequence contains five cysteines,
including two disulfide bonds, the remaining cysteine being
cysteinylated as observed for the κ LCs present in the other
samples. In this sample, the dimeric form is also predominant.
Note that the S−S bond assignment was made difficult by the
very low abundance of this species in the mixture. The sequence
homology between P1 and P13 is 79.3% (Figure S8).

■ DISCUSSION
As shown from our results, the variability observed for the LCs
extracted from all clinical samples is very important and much
higher than expected. First, both λ and κ isotypes are identified,
even if the majority is constituted of the latter. Second, some
samples contain a single proteoform although others contain
several, which arise either from different amino acid sequences
or from the presence of various PTMs. The sequence homology
between all sequences found in our work is 66.7% for the κ
isotypes and 94% for the two λ ones (Figure S8). The presence
of different LC sequences for the same patient suggests the
existence of several plasma cell clones or point toward an
unpredictable maturation process. Another difference is also the
ratio between the monomeric and dimeric forms of the LCs that
range from 0 to 100%. Could the exclusive presence of dimers in
some sample be tightly related to an increased aggregation? For
the PTMs, we find the cysteinylation of the last cysteine of the
sequence to be shared by almost all samples. We also identify a
N-glycosylation and a modification with coenzyme M that are
either very unusual or never described so far. Our results clearly
show the added value of TDP to achieve a bird’s eye view of the
various proteoforms present in each sample as well as for the de
novo sequencing. For one of sample containing two closely
related sequences, the direct analysis of proteoforms showed an
extraordinary advantage over the analysis of peptides obtained
by digestion. Our data also demonstrate that the combination of
various activation techniques is required to improve the
sequence coverage.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We developed here a novel workflow allowing the complete
characterization of LCs extracted from the urine of patients with
MM. This workflow is based on the combination of BUP and
TDP approaches, as well as the use of appropriate software tools
that are all commercially available. Using this pipeline, we could
characterize for the first time a high variability in the LCs in
terms of sequence, PTMs, and the presence of monomeric or
dimeric forms. The precision of our workflow, and in particular
the data obtained on intact proteoforms, allowed us to identify
an unexpected modification linked to a specific medical
treatment for one patient. Top-down proteomics provides
straightforward information on the different proteoforms
present in each sample (in particular monomer/dimer presence)
and is also invaluable in deciphering closely related proteoforms
present in the same clinical sample. Our results have now to be
integrated to the biophysical data already obtained for all
samples.46 Indeed, determining LC sequences is only the first
step to achieve the overall goal of this study, which is to identify
the major factors influencing the propensity of these LCs to
aggregates and leading to disease. Integrating all the data
obtained is now required to understand the aggregation process
and be able to prevent it in the future.

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
*sı Supporting Information
The Supporting Information is available free of charge at
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.analchem.1c01955.

The MS proteomics data have been deposited to the
ProteomeXchange Consortium via the PRIDE partner
repository with the data set identifier PXD025884.
Fragmentation maps obtained for P15 in TDP (Figure
S1), sequence coverage maps obtained in BUP (tryptic
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digests) (Figure S2), the HCD MS/MS spectrum of the
N-terminal tryptic peptide of P15 (Figure S3), sequence
coverage map obtained for P15 digested by the four
enzymes (Figure S4), the HCD MS/MS spectrum of the
C134−C194 disulfide-linked peptide of P15 (Figure S5),
spectra showing I/L differentiation (Figure S6), mass
spectra of intact proteins under various conditions
(Figure S7), fragmentation maps obtained for all LCs in
TDP (Figure S8), and sequence identity (%) between
LCs (Figure S9) (PDF)

LC samples studied in this work (Table S1), detailed
information on all LC proteoforms (Table S2), sequence
coverages obtained in TDP and BUP for the tryptic
digests (Table S3), and peptides and type of experiment
used for the I/L discrimination (Table S4) (XLSX)

Mass Spec Studio search parameters for S−S bond
assignment (TXT)
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